
SMART Board™ 8070i 
interactive display 
Experience precise touch performance in a sophisticated package with the SMART 
Board 8070i interactive display – a leading-edge collaboration system featuring a 
touch-enabled, high-definition 70" (177.8 cm) LCD flat-panel display, an unobtrusive 
control panel and a multiuser Pen Tray. Designed to complement high-end 
workspaces, it’s fully integrated with SMART’s DViT™ (Digital Vision Touch) technology 
and SMART Meeting Pro™ software, which enables writing in digital ink over the 
standard office applications you use every day. 

A revolution in collaborative technology
Not only does the 8070i deliver crisp, high-definition images, it makes interacting 
with your files an intuitive experience. You can write with a pen or your finger 
and erase with your fist. You can use the touch screen to open documents, launch 
applications and navigate the Internet. And because the 8070i supports Microsoft® 
Windows® 7 touch gestures, you can manipulate objects with gestures like zoom, 
rotate, pan, flick and toss. Two people can write, erase and manipulate objects 
simultaneously – the 8070i automatically recognizes what each user is doing and 
responds accordingly. With the 8070i, you have more options for generating ideas, 
capturing feedback and ensuring your team is working toward a common goal.

A new level of collaboration and creativity
The 8070i fosters a working environment where teamwork can thrive. Its simple, 
elegant design invites use, and its powerful features inspire creativity. Whether you’re 
in a scheduled meeting or an impromptu collaboration session, you can access files on 
your network or USB drive – or you can use the SMART GoWire™ auto-launch cable to 
connect a laptop and launch SMART Meeting Pro, with no installation required. Then 
you can mark up documents in Microsoft Office applications, like Word, Excel® and 
PowerPoint®, in digital ink and save and distribute them instantly via e-mail. Or you 
can save your whiteboard notes as PDF or PPT files that you can also send via e-mail. 
Either way, the entire team’s feedback and ideas can be captured in real time, and 
everyone has the most recent version when they get back to their computers.

It’s all about collaboration

Like all SMART business products, 

the 8070i is designed to enhance 

the way your teams work together. 

With its natural user interface and 

innovative features, it encourages 

collaboration, which can lead to 

increased effectiveness, efficiency 

and productivity for any business.   



SMART Board 8070i interactive display – a multitouch, interactive, high-definition 70" (177.8 
cm) LCD display that enables two users to simultaneously write, erase and manipulate content 

Integrated control panel – includes volume control, input source switching and power button

USB and HDMI ports – connect laptops and other peripheral devices from easily accessible ports

Multiuser Pen Tray – the advanced Pen Tray automatically detects tool modes. The pens 
are integrated unobtrusively into the panel frame in a clean, simple design. 
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Dual-user pens
Pick up one of the pens or the eraser and the 
8070i automatically detects which tool you’ve 
selected. Control buttons select the color and 
activate the On-Screen Keyboard, right-click and 
help functions. 

Warranty
Get a two-year standard warranty.

Specifications

SMART Board 8070i interactive display
Size
66" W × 41" H × 8 1/2" D 
(168.5 × 103.7 × 33.6 cm) 

Display area
70" (177.8 cm) diagonal 
16:9 format 
61" × 34 1/4" (154.9 × 87.2 cm) 

Weight
262 lb. (119 kg)

Key features

Commercial-grade, touch-enabled display
The 8070i is a 70" (177.8 cm) commercial-grade 
high-definition display powered by SMART’s 
proprietary DViT (Digital Vision Touch) technology, 
delivering a superior touch experience and bright, 
crisp 1080p images that make it easy to present 
and work with complex data. 

Elegant, sophisticated design
The professional design and crisp, eye-catching 
visuals of the 8070i make it perfect for any  
high-profile workspace.

Multitouch interface
Two people can simultaneously write, perform 
mouse functions, erase and manipulate objects on 
the interactive whiteboard surface – and no special 
tools are required. 

Freestyle interaction
The 8070i enables two people to instantly start 
working together without having to switch into 
a separate multiuser mode or work in a confined 
area. And each user can individually complete 
actions, like writing in digital ink or moving 
objects with their fingers. It’s perfect for freestyle 
collaboration and brainstorming.

Touch gestures
Use simple, intuitive hand and finger gestures to 
work with content, including one- and two-
finger navigational gestures, such as panning and  
flicking pages – and object gestures, like zoom, 
toss and rotate. The 8070i also supports Microsoft 
Windows 7 touch gestures.

Object awareness 
The 8070i uses DViT technology to identify when 
you switch between your finger, a pen or an 
eraser. You can also write with a pen, erase with a 
palm and move objects with your finger, without 
having to press buttons, access on-screen menus 
or replace tools in the Pen Tray. 

SMART Ink™

Just pick up a pen and start writing. SMART 
Ink smoothes out your handwriting to improve 
legibility. You can write notes over any application 
and save them into Microsoft Office 2010 
applications like Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Visio® 
and OneNote® as well as Adobe® Acrobat® Pro. 
You can also turn handwritten notes into text 
objects that you can manipulate.
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